The recently proposed stochastic residual networks selectively activate or bypass the layers during training, based on independent stochastic choices, each of which following a probability distribution that is fixed in advance. In this paper we present a first exploration on the use of an epochdependent distribution, starting with a higher probability of bypassing deeper layers and then activating them more frequently as training progresses. Preliminary results are mixed, yet they show some potential of adding an epochdependent management of distributions, worth of further investigation.
INTRODUCTION
Residual networks have recently emerged as an effective device to exploit very deep neural networks [1] . [2] proposed to add a stochastic distribution to residual layers as a device to gain in efficiency while also reducing overfitting at training time. In this latter sense, stochastic residual networks model a dropout-like effect along the network depth dimension. In [2] , each layer was assigned a probability of being activated or bypassed during training; the probability of being active decreases linearly with the depth of the layer in the net. The probability distribution was fixed before training and never changed during the learning process in [2] .
In this paper we explore the use of epoch-dependent stochastic distributions on residual networks. Specifically, we use a stochastic distribution that activates more rarely the deeper layers of the network on the initial epochs of training, and then increases the probability of such activation as the training progresses. This can be viewed also as using a less deep network, in terms of expected depth, at the early stages of learning and then slightly increasing its depth after each epoch. The rationale of this idea is to have a network that Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). is less prone to overfit, and/or to be unstable, on the deepest levels, i.e., those that should capture the most abstract characteristics of the data, at the early stages of learning, when the first levels of the network have not yet stabilized. As learning progresses, deeper layers are more frequently activated, allowing the network to model higher-level information from the training data.
We test various configurations and report results on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets [4] , showing that the use of an epoch-depended stochastic distribution may have a positive impact on error rate.
GROWING RES-NETS
Given a ResNet composed by L residual blocks, [2] assigns the survival probability of the l th residual block p l following a fixed linear decay: p l linearly decreases from 1 to pL, where pL is a hyper-parameter that determines the survival probability of the last residual block. This can be expressed using death rates d l = 1 − p l as follows:
During the forward-backward pass, dead residual blocks are skipped and not trained, resulting in a shallower network with a stochastic number of residual blocksL < L. The expected number of residual blocks is given by
We define a growing ResNet as a stochastic residual network where all p l vary (increase) during the training process. Given k ∈ [0, 1] the current training epoch number normalized by the maximum number of epochs, let d k l denote the death rate of the l-th residual block at epoch k. We set
where d 
We also tested a linear growth model in which a value ω determines the depth, at the first epoch, at which blocks arXiv:1704.06178v1 [cs.CV] 20 Apr 2017 have death rate one. Then the death rates have a linear evolution following the equations:
We finally experimented a more aggressive growth model, in which only some of the first residual blocks are active at the beginning of the training phase, i.e., the deeper blocks have d k l = 1. To implement this growth mode, we set
where s is the percentage of residual blocks which can be active at the beginning of the training. These last two models can be seen as an incremental finetuning of several networks increasing in depth, each of which is initialized with weights pretrained at the previous epoch.
EXPERIMENTS

Datasets
Among many available datasets for image classification, we choose to perform our experiments on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [4] . Those datasets are composed by tiny images, and allow us to train several computational intense models, such as very deep residual networks, in a reasonable amount of time.
CIFAR-10 is composed by 60.000 color images with a 32x32 resolution, divided in 10 classes, each composed by 6.000 images. CIFAR-100 is also composed by 60.000 32x32 images, belonging to 100 different classes, each composed by 600 images. Training and test subsets are already provided, and they are composed respectively by 50.000 and 10.000 images for both datasets.
For each dataset, we held out 5.000 images of the training subset for validation, and we applied common data augmentation techniques (random horizontal flipping and translation) to the remaining images in order to match the setup of [2] .
Training
We trained several 110-layer ResNets on both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets with different configurations of p l . First, we built a model with an initial assignment of p l that matches the configuration used in [2] (dubbed fixed ), following a linear decay from p1 = 1 to pL = 0.5.
We compared three growth models based on the Equation 2. In one setup we decreased all the death probabilities at each epoch until all of them reached 0 at the end of the training phase (dubbed [2]-to-full ). This is achieved setting d We dub this configuration half-to-full, note that the average expected depth of this configuration across all epochs is the same of [2] .
On the linear growth model of Equation 3 we tested two values of ω = 0.5 and ω = 0.2. Finally, we trained a number of aggressive growth modes following the Equation 4 . In a very aggressive setup we used s = 0.1, meaning that we initially train a shallow network with a maximum depth of s· L, and we grow it until it reaches the full depth at the end of the training phase. We also tested a relatively less aggressive setup with a value s = 0.5. The non-linear evolution of the expected network depth thus imposed is visualized in Figure 2 , in the lower-right plot.
We trained all the models with Nesterov's accelerated gradient for 500 epochs, with initial learning rate of 0.1, divided by 10 at epochs 250 and 375, as reported in [2] . Figure 3 .3 show the validation error during training and the resulting test error, including a normal setup that simply uses the full network, without any stochastic filtering.
Results
The [2] -to-full setup obtains a marginal, yet significant, improvement over the fixed setup on CIFAR-10, but it is worst on CIFAR-100. The worst performance of [2] -to-full with respect to fixed on CIFAR-100 is not predictable until the last change of learning rate. Our hypothesis is that, being the [2]-to-full a deeper network than fixed, the learning rate change should be posticipated. We leave this to future investigation.
The half-to- [2] configuration performed worst than the non-stochatic network on CIFAR-10 and better than it on CIFAR-10, however always worst than the other two similar configurations. In favor of the half-to- [2] configuration there is the fact that it is sensibly shorter than the full net (60% on average).
The experiments of linear growth and aggressive models performed sensibly worse than the others (out of the scale of the plots). The worst results is for the aggressive model with s = 0.1 that obtained a test error of 21.87% on CIFAR-10 and 59.55% on CIFAR-100. This setup has proved to be too much aggressive, leaving on average too few active layers in a large part of the epochs. In fact, the average length of the network is only approximately 19% of the total length L.
CONCLUSIONS
All the aggressive growth modes performed poorly in our experiments, we deem this poor performance to an excess of aggressiveness on the expected depth, as shown in Figure 2 . E.g., at 80% of the total epochs only 20% of the full depth is used. The [2]-to-full growth mode obtained promising results. We observe that the interaction between the learning rate and the variation of the expected depth of the network in an interesting dimension to investigate, not only changing the epochs at which the learning rate is changed, but also experimenting with other optimization methods, e.g., Adam [3] . 
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